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Find, Circle, and PasteUNIT 1
Find the objects, circle them, and
paste on the stickers.

Friends at
School
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UNIT 1

Go, Say, and Paste (O/X)Friends at
School

★該課貼紙少一張 可以使用 Unit4 的 貼紙來補上。
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Hello, everyone! 

My name is Lisa. 

Look! This is my name tag. 

This is my name, L-I-S-A.

What's your name?

Show and Tell

UNIT 1

Make a Name TagFriends at
School

 

You need:

DIY

glue sturdy paper

hole puncheryarn or string

photograph

Take out the sturdy paper.

Decorate the border. Punch holes. Thread the yarn or string.

Trace your name. Glue your photograph 
to the name tag.
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UNIT 2

Family Fun
Say and Paste  
It's Lisa's birthday. Attach the candles to the cake.
Paste on Grandma, Grandpa, Mom, Dad, Sister, and Brother.
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UNIT 2
Family Fun Go, Say, and Paste

What do you see?
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Get the cupcakes and paint.

Mix yellow and blue.  
You will make green paint.

Brush the blue paint  
on one of the cupcakes.

Brush the green paint 
on the other cupcake.

Brush the yellow paint 
on another cupcake.

Decorate the cupcakes with 
small candles and red paint.

UNIT 2
Mix Colors and Color the CupcakesFamily Fun

I put blue paint on the cupcake. 

I put yellow paint on the cupcake.

I mix yellow and blue.

What color do you see?

Green! Yes! This cupcake is green.

I decorate the cupcake.  

It's pretty! I like my cupcake.

Show and Tell

You need:

DIY

3 cupcake pictures 8 small candles

blue, red, and yellow painta paintbrush
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★請自行上色

UNIT 3
Color and SayMy Toys EX. I see a monkey on the chair.
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UNIT 3
My Toys Match, Say, and Paste

What do you have?

I have .... I have ....I have .... I have ....
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UNIT 3
Make a puppetMy Toys

Take the paper plate. 

one paper plate  
and half plate

pompoms

buttons

glue

yarn

Staple the half paper 
plate to the puppet plate.

This is my puppet.

Here is my puppet's nose.

Here is my puppet's mouth.

Here are my puppet's eyes.

Here is my puppet's hair.

I like my puppet.

Show and Tell

Decorate the back of the paper plate: 
Glue two eyes on the puppet. 
Glue a nose on the puppet. 
Draw a mouth on the puppet.

Glue hair on the puppet.

You need:

DIY
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UNIT 4
At the Park Go and Paste

What can they do?

He can run.

She can hop.

She can sing.

He can climb.

He can walk.

He can swim.

She can drive. She can dance.

I can...

I can...

I can...

I can...
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UNIT 4
At the Park

Answer and Paste
for "Yes, I can." 

for "No, I can't."

★自由作答 , 此答案為參考用
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UNIT 4
At the Park Make a Touch Box

This is a touch box. 

I reach into the box.

I touch the item and guess.

Is it a tiger? No.

Is it a flower? Yes.

It is fun. Now you try!

Show and Tell

Do: 
 1. Put the wall on the table. 
 2. Place one object in front of the touch wall.
 3. Have your friend put his/her hand  
    through the hole of the touch wall.
 4. Have your friend touch the object and guess. 

a rock

a plastic flower paper shapes:  
circle, square, triangle

a touch wall

You need:

DIY

Say: 
 "Is it a rock?"    
 "Yes."
 "Is it a flower?"    
 "No."
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Paste on the stickers.

UNIT 5

Clothes Go, Answer, and Paste
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★請自行上色

UNIT 5

Clothes
Color and Say
Color the clothes and say: 
I like your T-shirt.        Thanks. 
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UNIT 5

Clothes Make a Hat
Show and Tell

I have a hat.

It is yellow. 

It has a feather.

It has some pompoms. 

Let me wear it.

I look great. 

Do you like my hat?

Get the paper 
strips.

paper strips

a feather pompoms

buttons yarn

tinsel

All finished!

Decorate the 
paper strips with 
the art materials.

Fasten the paper 
strips with paperclips 
to make a hat.

You need:

DIY
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Bravo!
You have done a great job.


